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ARCHAEOLOGY

A HISTORY OF WORLD EGYPTOLOGY
Edited by Andrew Bednarski
University of Cambridge

Aidan Dodson
University of Bristol

and Salima Ikram
American University in Cairo

October 2020
253 x 177 mm 450pp 3 maps  
978-1-107-06283-2 Hardback
£135.00 / US$175.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides a holistic study of the
study of ancient Egypt
• Gives individual territories involved
with Egyptology’s development
their own voice
• Includes socio-cultural in addition
to academic interactions with
ancient Egypt
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A History of Egyptology is a ground-breaking reference work that traces
the study of ancient Egypt. Spanning 150 years and global in purview,
it enlarges our understanding of how and why people have looked, and
continue to look, into humankind’s distant past through the lens of
the enduring allure of ancient Egypt. Written by an international team
of scholars, the volume investigates how territories around the world
have engaged with and have been inspired by Egyptology, and how that
engagement has evolved over time. Each essay presents a specific territory
from an institutional and national perspective, while examining a range of
transnational links as well. The volume thus touches on multiple strands
of scholarship, embracing not only Egyptology, but also social history, the
history of science, and reception studies. It will appeal to amateurs and
professionals alike.

CONTENTS
Preface; Abbreviations and conventions used in the text; A note on academic titles; The contributors;
Maps; Introduction; 1. The prehistory of Egyptology; 2. Egypt; 3. France; 4. The British Isles; 5. The
Netherlands; 6. Belgium; 7. The Nordic countries; 8. Prussia and Germany; 9. Austria; 10. Switzerland;
11. Hungary; 12. Czechoslovakia; 13. Poland; 14. Russia; 15. Italy; 16. Spain; 17. United States of
America; 18. Canada; 19. Japan; 20. Australasia; 21. Ancient Egypt in the cinema; 22. Past and future;
Bibliography; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students
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ARCHAEOLOGY

THE ORGANIZATION OF ANCIENT
ECONOMIES
A Global Perspective

Kenneth Hirth
Pennsylvania State University

September 2020
253 x 177 mm c.350pp
978-1-108-49470-0 Hardback
£29.99 / US$39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides a comparative analysis
of the domestic and political
economies in ancient and
premodern societies
• Examines and compares the
economic structures of forager,
pastoral and agricultural societies
ranging from simple bands and
tribes to complex states

In this book, Kenneth Hirth provides a comparative view of the
organization of ancient and premodern society and economy. Hirth
establishes that humans adapted to their environments, not as
individuals but in the social groups where they lived and worked out
the details of their livelihoods. He explores the variation in economic
organization used by simple and complex societies to procure, produce,
and distribute resources required by both individual households and
the social and political institutions that they supported. Drawing on
a wealth of archaeological, historic, and ethnographic information,
he develops and applies an analytical framework for studying ancient
societies that range from the hunting and gathering groups of native
North America, to the large state societies of both the New and Old
Worlds. Hirth demonstrates that despite differences in transportation and
communication technologies, the economic organization of ancient and
modern societies are not as different as we sometimes think.

CONTENTS
1. The structure of ancient economy; 2. The domestic economy; 3. The community of households:
informal; 4. From households to palaces: leaders, chiefs, and their households; 5. Financing formal
institutions: systems of direct production; 6. Taxation, rent, and patronage: mobilization of institutional
resources; 7. The role of merchants and trade in ancient society; 8. The nature and origin of
independent craft production; 9. On markets and marketplaces; 10. On first principles of the ancient
economy: a concluding discussion.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students

• Provides a framework with
which to examine and compare
the structures of ancient and
premodern economies

www.cambridge.org/rights
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ASTROBIOLOGY

THE BIOLOGICAL UNIVERSE
Life in the Milky Way and Beyond

Wallace Arthur
National University of Ireland, Galway

September 2020
228 x 152 mm c.300pp
21 b/w illus.  
978-1-108-83694-4 Hardback
£20.00 / US$24.95

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Estimates the likely extent of the
Biological Universe (all life-forms
everywhere)
• Paints a broad-brush picture of
the current state of knowledge
about exoplanets and the possible
existence of life on many of them;
and provides a series of key
hypotheses about such life
• Discusses current and planned
space telescopes that will lead to
discoveries in the next couple of
decades

www.cambridge.org/rights
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Are we alone in the universe, or are there other life forms ‘out there’? This
is one of the most scientifically and philosophically important questions
that humanity can ask. Now, in the early 2020s, we are tantalizingly close
to an answer. As this book shows, the answer will almost certainly be that
life forms are to be found across the Milky Way and beyond. They will be
thinly spread, to be sure. Yet the number of inhabited planets probably
runs into the trillions. Some are close enough for us to detect evidence of
life by analysing their atmospheres. This evidence may be found within
a couple of decades. Its arrival will be momentous. But even before it
arrives we can anticipate what life elsewhere will be like by examining the
ecology and evolution of life on Earth. This book considers the current
state of play in relation to these titanic issues.

CONTENTS
Part I. Painting Big Pictures: 1. A tree with millions of twigs; 2. A galaxy with billions of planets; 3.
The likelihood of other trees; Part II. Life Here, Implications for Elsewhere:
4. A thin sliver of existence; 5. Energy and life; 6. Habitats and life; 7. Skeletons and life;
8. Intelligence and life; Part III. Planetary Systems and Life: 9. Types of planetary system;
10. Habitable zones; 11. Other habitability factors; 12. How many inhabited planets?; Part IV.
Discovering Life: 13. On the repeatability of evolution; 14. Candidate planets; 15. Atmospheric
signatures; 16. Radio and life; 17. Sixty years of SETI; Part V. Beyond the Milky Way:
18. The physical universe; 19. The biological universe; 20. The intelligent universe; Bibliography;
Acknowledgements.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, academic researchers, graduate students
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

PYTHON FOR LINGUISTS
Michael Hammond
University of Arizona

Specifically designed for linguists, this book provides an introduction
to programming using Python for those with little to no experience of
coding. Python is one of the most popular and widely-used programming
languages as it’s also available for free and runs on any operating system.
All examples in the text involve language data and can be adapted or used
directly for language research. The text focuses on key language-related
issues: searching, text manipulation, text encoding and internet data,
providing an excellent resource for language research. More experienced
users of Python will also benefit from the advanced chapters on graphical
user interfaces and functional programming.

April 2020
228 x 152 mm 310pp
978-1-108-73707-4 Paperback
£29.99 / US$39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• All concepts are exemplified with
code that is included in the text
and is available separately
• The book is split into chapters
covering basic issues and chapters
for more advanced programmers,
meaning it is accessible to readers
with a range of experience

CONTENTS
Preface; 1. Interacting with Python and basic functions; 2. Data types and variables; 3. Control
structures; 4. Input-output; 5. Subroutines and modules; 6. Regular expressions; 7. Text manipulation; 8.
Internet data; 9. Objects; 10. GUIs; 11. Functional programming; Appendix A. NLTK.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, academic researchers

• All examples include language that
specifically targets the intended
audience, linguists

www.cambridge.org/rights
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ECOLOGY

CURIOUS ABOUT NATURE
A Passion for Fieldwork

Edited by Tim Burt
Durham University

and Des Thompson
Scottish Natural Heritage

February 2020
228 x 152 mm 412pp 139 b/w illus.  
978-1-108-44864-2 Paperback
£29.99 / US$39.99

Notwithstanding the importance of modern technology, fieldwork remains
vital, not least through helping to inspire and educate the next generation.
Fieldwork has the ingredients of intellectual curiosity, passion, rigour and
engagement with the outdoor world – to name just a few. You may be simply
noting what you see around you, making detailed records, or carrying out an
experiment; all of this and much more amounts to fieldwork. Being curious,
you think about the world around you, and through patient observation
develop and test ideas. Forty contributors capture the excitement and
importance of fieldwork through a wide variety of examples, from urban
graffiti to the Great Barrier Reef. Outdoor learning is for life: people have the
greatest respect and care for their world when they have first-hand experience
of it. The Editors are donating all royalties due to them to the environmental
charity, The Field Studies Council, to support student fieldwork at the
Council’s field centres.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Reviews the history of fieldwork
across the biological and
geographical sciences
• Provides evidence of the
importance of taking students out
of the classroom
• Forty contributors provide a wide
range of examples, all extolling the
importance of being in the field

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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Part I. Getting Curious about Nature: 1. Fieldwork and nature: observing, experimenting, and thinking;
2. The place of field studies in environmental science; 3. The history of field work in the geosciences; 4.
Pioneering fieldwork heroes in the life sciences; 5. The educational benefits of out-of-classroom learning;
Part II. Inspiring Fieldwork: 6. Understanding the decline of hen harriers on Orkney; 7. Rocky shores
are not just for the able-bodied; 8. Life, love and longing to survive; 9. Bringing palaeoecology alive; 10.
Expedition botany / hobby botany; 11. The Illisarvik drained-lake field experiment: a legacy of J. Ross
Mackay; 12. In praise of meteorology field courses; 13. Time, place and circumstance; 14. Sampling fish
diversity along a submarine mountain chain; 15. Place and placefulness; 16. Ripples across the pond; 17.
Fieldwork, field-friends, and the paradox of absence; 18. Ornithological fieldwork – essential and enjoyable;
19. Exploration science on the shore of the Arctic Ocean – a personal experience; 20. Only connect – and
make records; 21. Studying patterned bogs; 22. Mapping the rise of the animals: Cambrian bodies in the
Sirius Pass, North Greenland; 23. Evolution in the cellar: live-trapping wild house mice in the Italian Alps; 24.
Reflections on ‘babooning’; 25. Bogs, birds and bones: interdisciplinary fieldwork on the Isle of RuÌm NNR;
26. Exploring world(s) down under; 27. Experiments by nature – strength in realism; 28. Big problems –
small animals; 29. Soil survey: a field-based science; 30. A traveling ethnography of urban technologies; 31.
My date with the devil; 32. Peregrinations through the heathlands and moorlands of Britain: an applied plant
ecologist’s tale; 33. The Maimai catchment New Zealand; 34. ‘Writing in the field’ – the importance of a
local patch; 35. Looking but not seeing – how sketching in the field improves observational skills in science;
36. From rum to recording forest soils via the Soil Survey of Scotland – a life of fieldwork; 37. In praise of
bat detectors; 38. In search of Tawny Frogmouths; 39. Don’t just sit there reading …; 40. Fieldwork in the
Australian bush – if it doesn’t kill you, it’ll convert you; 41. Field studies of behaviour and life-changing
events; 42. Sediment, wind turbines, and rhinos: ah, the life of a geographer!; 43. Conservation science – the
need for a new paradigm founded on robust field evidence; 44. The worst journey in the world; 45. Field-less
fieldwork in archaeology’s digital age; 46. Reflections on a career with FSC; 47. My love-affair with rocks
that fizz; 48. In the footsteps of John Wesley Powell – restoring the sand bars in the Grand Canyon; 49.
Connecting the next generation to their world; 50. Beyond the curriculum – wider conceptions of learning in
the field; Part III. Reflections and where next for field studies: 51. Conclusion: inspiring, curious and
novel fieldwork.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, undergraduate students Series: Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation
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ECONOMICS

PRICES AND QUANTITIES
Fundamentals of Microeconomics

Rakesh V. Vohra
University of Pennsylvania

January 2020
244 x 170 mm 220pp
27 b/w illus.  27 tables  
978-1-108-48893-8 Hardback
£74.99 / US$99.99

Rakesh V. Vohra offers a unique approach to studying and understanding
intermediate microeconomics by reversing the conventional order of
treatment, starting with topics that are mathematically simpler and
progressing to the more complex. The book begins with monopoly,
which requires single variable rather than multivariable calculus and
allows students to focus clearly on the fundamental trade-off at the
heart of economics: margin versus volume. Imperfect competition and
the contrast with monopoly follows, introducing the notion of Nash
equilibrium. Perfect competition is addressed toward the end of the book,
and framed as a model of non-strategic behavior by firms and agents.
The last chapter is devoted to externalities, with an emphasis on how one
might design competitive markets to price externalities and linking the
difficulties to the problem of efficient provision of public goods. Real-life
examples engage the reader while encouraging them to think critically
about the interplay between model and reality.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Exposes students to tangible applications up-front by
moving from concrete mathematical concepts and problems
to ones that are more abstract
• Draws on real-life anecdotes, such as Amazon and
Hachette’s struggle over eBook pricing models
• Covers essential topics with more substantive applications
in order to be suitable for semester-long courses

Preface; 1. Introduction; 2. Margin vs volume; 3. Price discrimination; 4.
Competition; 5. Preferences and utility; 6. Perfect competition; 7. Externalities
and public goods; Appendix A. Optimization; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Courses: Intermediate Microeconomics
Departments: Economics, M.B.A.
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students

• Reduces the mathematical barrier by starting with topics
that are mathematically simpler and progressing to more
complex
• Is a short accessible book compared to huge books by
competitors
• Problems with worked solutions will be posted on our
website
• Substantive cases are provided in the book using real-world
cases
• Problems focus on modelling that economics students will
use rather than on algebra

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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ECONOMICS

FRAME IT AGAIN
New Tools for Rational Decision-Making

José Luis Bermúdez
Texas A & M University

October 2020
228 x 152 mm 340pp
978-1-107-19293-5 Hardback
£18.99 / US$24.95

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Presents a controversial and
important central claim: framing
effects can be tools for rational
problem-solving
• Shows how rational frames can help
solve practical dilemmas in personal
and social life
• Develop a new framework for
thinking about internal and
collective conflicts

Framing effects are everywhere. An estate tax looks very different to a
death tax. Gun safety seems to be one thing and gun control another.
Yet, the consensus from decision theorists, finance professionals,
psychologists, and economists is that frame-dependence is completely
irrational. This book challenges that view. Some of the toughest decisions
we face are just clashes between different frames. It is perfectly rational
to value the same thing differently in two different frames, even when the
decision-maker knows that these are really two sides of the same coin.
Frame It Again sheds new light on the structure of moral predicaments,
the nature of self-control, and the rationality of co-operation. Framing
is a powerful tool for redirecting public discussions about some of the
most polarizing contemporary issues, such as gun control, abortion, and
climate change. Learn effective problem-solving and decision-making to
get the better of difficult dilemmas.

CONTENTS
1. Priming the pump: Framing and the litany of human irrationality; 2. Framing: The classic experiments;
3. Where the rubber hits the road: Frames, investors, and markets; 4. Juliet’s principle; 5. Rational
frames; 6. Agamemnon and climate change; 7. Framing temptation and reward: The challenges of selfcontrol; 8. Chickens and chariot races: Framing in game theory; 9. Fair’s fair: Framing for cooperation
and fairness; 10. Getting past No: Discursive deadlock and the power of frames; 11. Opening the door
to non-Archimedean reasoning; Appendix. Frames in the brain

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: General Readers, academic researchers

• Discusses a wide range of examples
from contemporary life, the history
of literature, philosophy, and
psychology
• Explains all the theoretical concepts
and important experiments without
jargon and using the author’s
trademark clarity

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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FINANCE

GROW THE PIE
How Great Companies Deliver Both Purpose and Profit

Alex Edmans
London Business School

March 2020
228 x 152 mm 382pp
19 b/w illus.  1 table  
978-1-108-49485-4 Hardback
£18.99 / US$24.95

What is a responsible business? Common wisdom is that it’s one that
sacrifices profit for social outcomes. But while it’s crucial for companies
to serve society, they also have a duty to generate profit for investors –
savers, retirees, and pension funds. Based on the highest-quality evidence
and real-life examples spanning industries and countries, Alex Edmans
shows that it’s not an either-or choice – companies can create both profit
and social value. The most successful companies don’t target profit
directly, but are driven by purpose – the desire to serve a societal need
and contribute to human betterment. The book explains how to embed
purpose into practice so that it’s more than just a mission statement, and
discusses the critical role of working collaboratively with a company’s
investors, employees, and customers. Rigorous research also uncovers
surprising results on how executive pay, shareholder activism, and share
buybacks can be used for the common good.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Business has lost the public’s trust. Citizens are calling for crackdowns
against business, viewing it as the enemy, and voting for populist
leaders. But this book shows how companies can be a force for good –
and how to reform them so that this becomes a reality
• Many managers run their business primarily for profit. While most
companies have CSR departments, they’re often ancillary and
disconnected from the core business. This book shows how a purposedriven approach not only serves society, but also makes businesses
more profitable in the long-term. Responsibility isn’t just ‘worthy’ or an
optional extra, but urgent and fundamental to a company’s success
• Executive pay, shareholder activism, and share buybacks are hugely
unpopular. But they’re also hugely misportrayed. This book uses the
highest-quality evidence to uncover surprising results – in particular,
how they can be used to serve wider society rather than only the elites
• The book takes both sides – business and society – very seriously. Many
other books are totally one-sided. Thus, the book is of interest to the
general-interest reader – including those outside business – who want
to learn about business in a balanced, informed way

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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Introduction; How to read this book; Part I. Why grow the
pie? Introducing the idea: 1. The pie-growing mentality: a
new approach to business that works for both investors and
society; 2. Growing the pie doesn’t aim to maximise profits –
but often does: freeing a company to take more investments,
ultimately driving its success: 3. Growing the pie doesn’t mean
growing the enterprise: three principles to guide trade-offs and
which projects to turn down; 4. Does pieconomics work?: data
– not wishful thinking – shows that companies can both do
good and do well; Part II. What grows the pie? Exploring
the evidence: 5. Incentives: rewarding long-term value
creation while deterring short-term gaming; 6. Stewardship: the
value of engaged investors that both support and challenge
management; 7. Repurchases: investing with restraint, releasing
resources to create value elsewhere in society; Part III. How
to grow the pie? Putting it into practice: 8. Enterprises:
the power of purpose and how to make it real; 9. Investors:
turning stewardship from a policy into a practice; 10. Citizens:
how individuals can act and shape business, rather than be
acted upon; Part IV. The bigger picture: 11. Growing the
pie more widely: win-win thinking at the national and personal
levels; Conclusion; Action items; Appendix; Acknowledgements;
Endnotes; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: professionals, general readers
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HISTORY

BOOM AND BUST
A Global History of Financial Bubbles

William Quinn
Queen’s University Belfast

and John D. Turner
Queen’s University Belfast

August 2020
228 x 152 mm 296pp
27 b/w illus.  13 tables  
978-1-108-42125-6 Hardback
£18.99 / US$24.95

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Ranges across three hundred years
of bubbles from the South Sea
Bubble of 1720 to the sub-prime
crisis and Chinese stock market
crash
• Provides tangible approaches
that investors and governments
can take to predict and address
bubbles

Why do stock and housing markets sometimes experience amazing
booms followed by massive busts and why is this happening more and
more frequently? In order to answer these questions, William Quinn and
John D. Turner take us on a riveting ride through the history of financial
bubbles, visiting, among other places, Paris and London in 1720, Latin
America in the 1820s, Melbourne in the 1880s, New York in the 1920s,
Tokyo in the 1980s, Silicon Valley in the 1990s and Shanghai in the 2000s.
As they do so, they help us understand why bubbles happen, and why
some have catastrophic economic, social and political consequences
whilst others have actually benefited society. They reveal that bubbles
start when investors and speculators react to new technology or political
initiatives, showing that our ability to predict future bubbles will
ultimately come down to being able to predict these sparks.

CONTENTS
List of figures; List of tables; 1. The bubble triangle; 2. 1720 and the invention of the bubble; 3.
Marketability revived: the first emerging market bubble; 4. Democratising speculation: the great railway
mania; 5. Other people’s money: the Australian land boom; 6. Wheeler-dealers: the British bicycle
mania; 7. The roaring twenties and the Wall Street Crash; 8. Blowing bubbles for political purposes:
Japan in the 1980s; 9. The dot-com bubble; 10. ‘No more boom and bust’: the subprime bubble; 11.
Casino capitalism with Chinese characteristics; 12. Predicting bubbles; Acknowledgements; Endnotes;
Bibliography; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: Graduate Students, academic researchers

• Shows that not all bubbles are
economically destructive and that
some have actually benefited
society

www.cambridge.org/rights
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HISTORY

WARFARE IN THE ROMAN WORLD
A. D. Lee
University of Nottingham

September 2020
228 x 152 mm 200pp
6 b/w illus.  5 maps  
978-1-107-01428-2 Hardback
£75.00 / US$99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Situates warfare in its broader
political, social and economic
context in the Roman world
• Gives fuller attention to
developments during Late
Antiquity alongside earlier periods
of Roman history

Warfare was a recurrent phenomenon of fundamental importance
throughout Roman history. Its scale and form varied across time and
place, but it had wide-ranging impacts on politics, society and economy.
This book focuses on important themes in the interplay between warfare
and these broader contexts, including attitudes to war and peace, the
values associated with military service, the role of material resources,
military mutiny and civil war, and social and cultural aspects of the
military. It also examines experiences of warfare, focusing on approaches
to Roman battle and the impact of war on civilians. Importantly and
distinctively, these different themes are traced across a millennium of
Roman history from the Republic through to the end of Late Antiquity
in the early seventh century, with a view to highlighting important
continuities and changes across Roman history, and alerting readers to
valuable but often less familiar material from the empire’s final centuries.

CONTENTS
Introduction; 1. War and peace; 2. Military service and courage; 3. Manpower and money; 4. Authority
and allegiances; 5. Society and identity; 6. Culture and communication; 7. Experiences of war; Epilogue;
Bibliographical essay; Important dates; Roman emperors; Glossary.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students, academic researchers
Series: Key Themes in Ancient History

• Adopts a thematic approach which
better reveals continuities and
changes across a millennium of
Roman history

www.cambridge.org/rights
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HISTORY

PLATO’S PIGS AND OTHER
RUMINATIONS
Ancient Guides to Living with Nature

M. D. Usher
University of Vermont

October 2020
228 x 152 mm c.320pp
978-1-108-83958-7 Hardback
£29.99 / US$39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Introduces readers interested
in the environment, ecology,
and sustainable living to the
important contributions made
to these topics by the ancient
Greeks and Romans

The Greeks and Romans have been charged with destroying the
ecosystems within which they lived. In this book, however, M. D. Usher
argues rather that we can find in their lives and thought the origin of
modern ideas about systems and sustainability, important topics for
humans today and in the future. With chapters running the gamut of
Greek and Roman experience – from the Presocratics and Plato to Roman
agronomy and the Benedictine Rule – Plato’s Pigs brings together unlikely
bedfellows, both ancient and modern, to reveal surprising connections.
Lively prose and liberal use of anecdotal detail, including an afterword
about the author’s own experiments with sustainable living on his sheep
farm in Vermont, add a strong authorial voice. In short, this is a unique,
first-of-its-kind book that is sure to be of interest to anyone working in
Classics, environmental studies, philosophy, ecology, or the history of
ideas.

CONTENTS
Introduction. Environmental philology; 1. Debts to nature; 2. Anaximander for the anthropocene; 3.
Heraclitus and the quantum; 4. A city for pigs; 5. Mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon; 6. Cynics and
stoics; 7. Roman revolutions; 8. Community rule; Afterword. Works and days and then some.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students

• Engages seriously with modern
science and ecology as well as
the Classical sources
• Full of lively anecdotal detail
based on personal experience

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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HISTORY

UNENDING CAPITALISM
How Consumerism Negated China’s Communist Revolution

Karl Gerth
University of California, San Diego

May 2020
228 x 152 mm 394pp
978-0-521-68846-8 Paperback
£18.99 / US$24.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Challenges conventional
histories of capitalism and
consumerism
• Presents a provocative new
interpretation of China – and
the world – in the Mao era

What forces shaped the twentieth-century world? Capitalism and
communism are usually seen as engaged in a fight-to-the-death during
the Cold War. With the establishment of the People’s Republic of China
in 1949, the Chinese Communist Party aimed to end capitalism. Karl
Gerth argues that despite the socialist rhetoric of class warfare and
egalitarianism, Communist Party policies actually developed a variety
of capitalism and expanded consumerism. This negated the goals of
the Communist Revolution across the Mao era (1949–1976) down to the
present. Through topics related to state attempts to manage what people
began to desire – wristwatches and bicycles, films and fashion, leisure
travel and Mao badges – Gerth challenges fundamental assumptions
about capitalism, communism, and countries conventionally labeled as
socialist. In so doing, his provocative history of China suggests how larger
forces related to the desire for mass-produced consumer goods reshaped
the twentieth-century world and remade people’s lives.

CONTENTS
Introduction: consumerism and capitalism; 1. Self-expanding and compulsory consumerism; 2. Building
state capitalism across 1949; 3. Soviet influences on state consumerism; 4. State consumerism in
advertising, posters, and films; 5. State consumerism in the service sector; 6. Consumerism in the
cultural revolution; 7. The Mao badge phenomenon as consumer fad; Afterword; Bibliography; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, undergraduate students

• Provides fresh, engaging
material to explain complex
concepts and topics

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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LINGUISTICS

LANGUAGE IN THE TRUMP ERA
Scandals and Emergencies

Edited by Janet McIntosh
Brandeis University, Massachusetts

and Norma Mendoza-Denton
University of California, Los Angeles

August 2020
228 x 152 mm c.300pp
978-1-108-84114-6 Hardback
£59.99 / US$79.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Includes many detailed examples
of Trump’s language behavior,
giving the reader sufficient facts to
make up their own mind
• Provides examples of Trump’s
verbal engagements with
other nations, highlighting the
international impact of his use of
language
• Uses expertly chosen examples
of Trump’s speech to introduce
linguistic theory, making it
accessible for readers with no
background in linguistics

Early in his campaign, Donald Trump boasted that ‘I know words. I have
the best words’, yet despite these assurances his speech style has sown
conflict even as it has powered his meteoric rise. If the Trump era feels like
a political crisis to many, it is also a linguistic one. Trump has repeatedly
alarmed people around the world, while exciting his fan-base with his
unprecedented rhetorical style, shock-tweeting, and weaponized words.
Using many detailed examples, this fascinating and highly topical book
reveals how Trump’s rallying cries, boasts, accusations, and mockery
enlist many of his supporters into his alternate reality. From Trump’s
relationship to the truth, to his use of gesture, to the anti-immigrant tenor
of his language, it illuminates the less obvious mechanisms by which
language in the Trump era has widened divisions along lines of class,
gender, race, international relations, and even the sense of truth itself.

CONTENTS
Introduction: A Linguistic Emergency; Part I. Dividing the American Public: 1. Part I Introduction:
‘Ask the Gays’: How to Use Language to Fragment and Redefine the Public Sphere; 2. The Significance
of Trump’s Incoherence; 3. “Get 'Em Out!”: The Meaning of Ejecting Protestors; 4. Crybabies and
Snowflakes; Part II. Performance and Falsehood: 5. Part II Introduction: The Show Must Go On:
Hyperbole and Falsehood in Trump’s Performance; 6. Trump’s Comedic Gestures as Political Weapon;
7. 45 as a Bullshit Artist: Straining for Charisma; 8. Plausible Deniability; Part III. The Interactive
Making of the Trumpian World: 9. Part III Introduction: Collusion: On Playing Along with the
President; 10. Banter, Male Bonding, and the Language of Donald Trump; 11. On Social Routines and
That Access Hollywood Bus; 12. ‘Cocked and Loaded’: Trump and the Gendered Discourse of National
Security; 13. Evaluator in Chief; 14. Fake Alignments; Part IV. Language, White Nationalism,
and International Responses to Trump: 15. Part IV Introduction: Language and Trump’s White
Nationalist Strongman Politics; 16. ‘Perfect English’ and White Supremacy; 17. Making our Nation Fear
the Powerless; 18. We Latin Americans Know a Messianic Autocrat When We See One; 19. Rejoinders
from the Shithole; 20. Muslim Enemies, Rich Arab Friends.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, academic researchers
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LITERATURE

ALL THE SONNETS OF SHAKESPEARE
William Shakespeare
Edited by Paul Edmondson
The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust

and Stanley Wells
The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust

September 2020
216 x 138 mm 306pp
978-1-108-49039-9 Hardback
£12.99 / US$17.95

WHY IT WILL SELL
• A breath of fresh air which
encourages readers to engage
anew with Shakespeare as a writer
in sonnet form
• Encourages new insights into
the relationship between
Shakespeare’s life and work

How can we look afresh at Shakespeare as a writer of sonnets? What
new light might they shed on his career, personality, and sexuality?
Shakespeare wrote sonnets for at least thirty years, not only for himself,
for professional reasons, and for those he loved, but also in his plays, as
prologues, as epilogues, and as part of their poetic texture. This groundbreaking book assembles all of Shakespeare’s sonnets in their probable
order of composition. An inspiring introduction debunks long-established
biographical myths about Shakespeare’s sonnets and proposes new
insights about how and why he wrote them. Explanatory notes and
modern English paraphrases of every poem and dramatic extract
illuminate the meaning of these sometimes challenging but always deeply
rewarding witnesses to Shakespeare’s inner life and professional expertise.
Beautifully printed and elegantly presented, this volume will be treasured
by students, scholars, and every Shakespeare enthusiast.

CONTENTS
Introduction Paul Edmondson and Stanley Wells; About this Volume; Sonnets; Textual Notes, All the
Sonnets of Shakespeare: Literal Paraphrases, Numerical Index of Shakespeare’s Sonnets (1609), Index
of First Lines.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, academic researchers, undergraduate students

• Significantly enhances
comprehension of these often
difficult poems through easily
intelligible summaries and
paraphrases
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MANAGEMENT

GIVE YOURSELF A NUDGE
Helping Smart People Make Smarter Personal and Business
Decisions

Ralph L. Keeney
Duke University, North Carolina

March 2020
228 x 152 mm 274pp
13 b/w illus. 21 tables
978-1-108-71562-1 Paperback
£14.99 / US$19.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Introduces and explains practical
concepts and procedures that
can be used by anyone to make
smarter decisions
• Explains and illustrates how the
use of the concepts and procedures
are applicable to improve any
business or organizational decision

The best way to improve your quality of life is through the decisions you
make. This book teaches several fundamental decision-making skills,
provides numerous applications and examples, and ultimately nudges
you toward smarter decisions. These nudges frame more desirable
decisions for you to face by identifying the objectives for your decisions
and generating superior alternatives to those initially considered. All
of the nudges are based on psychology and behavioral economics
research and are accessible to all readers. The new concept of a decision
opportunity is introduced, which involves creating a decision that you
desire to face. Solving a decision opportunity improves your life, whereas
resolving a decision problem only restores the quality of your life to that
before the decision problem occurred. We all can improve our decisionmaking and reap the better quality of life that results. This book shows
you how.

CONTENTS
1. Nudge yourself to make better decisions; 2. Your decisions and your life; 3. Making value-focused
decisions; 4. Defining your decision; 5. Identifying your values; 6. Creating alternatives; 7. Identifying
decision opportunities; 8. Obtaining authorization to select alternatives controlled by others;
9. Becoming a value-focused decision-maker; 10. Enhancing the quality of your life; 11. Useful
perspectives on decision-making; Appendix. Evaluating alternatives and making a decision.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, professionals, graduate students

• Shows individuals the critical role
that their decision-making has on
all aspects of their quality of life
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MATHEMATICS

ORIGAMETRY
Mathematical Methods in Paper Folding

Thomas C. Hull
Western New England University

October 2020
244 x 170 mm c.400pp
22 b/w illus.  165 colour
illus.  2 tables  
978-1-108-47872-4 Hardback
£74.99 / US$99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The first complete reference on the
mathematics of origami
• Of interest to professionals and
students in mathematics, physics
and engineering, as well as
educators and origami enthusiasts
• Contains more than 180 figures
to illustrate the constructions
described

Origami, the art of paper folding, has a rich mathematical theory. Early
investigations go back to at least the 1930s, but the twenty-first century
has seen a remarkable blossoming of the mathematics of folding.
Besides its use in describing origami and designing new models, it is
also finding real-world applications from building nano-scale robots to
deploying large solar arrays in space. Written by a world expert on the
subject, Origametry is the first complete reference on the mathematics
of origami. It brings together historical results, modern developments,
and future directions into a cohesive whole. Over 180 figures illustrate
the constructions described while numerous ‘diversions’ provide
jumping-off points for readers to deepen their understanding. This book
is an essential reference for researchers of origami mathematics and its
applications in physics, engineering, and design. Educators, students, and
enthusiasts will also find much to enjoy in this fascinating account of the
mathematics of folding.

CONTENTS
Introduction; Part I. Geometric Constructions: 1. Examples and basic folds; 2. Solving equations
via folding; 3. Origami algebra; 4. Beyond classic origami; Part II. The Combinatorial Geometry
of Flat Origami: 5. Flat vertex folds: local properties; 6. Multiple-vertex flat folds: global properties;
7. Counting flat folds; 8. Other flat folding problems; Part III. Algebra, Topology, and Analysis in
Origami: 9. Origami homomorphisms; 10. Folding manifolds; 11. An analytic approach to isometric
foldings; Part IV. Non-Flat Folding: 12. Rigid origami; 13. Rigid foldings; 14. Rigid origami theory;
References; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students, amateurs/enthusiasts

• Numerous ‘diversions’ provide
jumping-off points for readers
to deepen and broaden their
understanding
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MATHEMATICS

HOW TO WRITE GOOD PROGRAMS
A Guide for Students

Perdita Stevens

July 2020
186 x 123 mm 214pp 3 b/w illus.  
978-1-108-78987-5 Paperback
£14.99 / US$19.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Students will establish the
habits that will make them good
programmers and help them enjoy
programming, without unnecessary
stress
• Is multi-lingual and contains
examples in Java, Python and
Haskell, helping students transfer
what they learn in the context of
one language to the context of
their next language

Learning to program isn’t just learning the details of a programming
language: to become a good programmer you have to become expert at
debugging, testing, writing clear code and generally unsticking yourself
when you get stuck, while to do well in a programming course you have
to learn to score highly in coursework and exams. Featuring tips, stories
and explanations of key terms, this book teaches these skills explicitly.
Examples in Python, Java and Haskell are included, helping you to gain
transferable programming skills whichever language you are learning.
Intended for students in Higher or Further Education studying early
programming courses, it will help you succeed in, and get the most out
of, your course, and support you in developing the software engineering
habits that lead to good programs.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction; 2. What Are Good Programs?; 3. How to Get Started; 4. How to Understand Your
Language; 5. How to Use the Best Tools; 6. How to Make Sure You Don’t Lose Your Program; 7. How
to Test Your Program; 8. How to Make Your Program Clear; 9. How to Debug Your Program; 10. How to
Improve Your Program; 11. How to Get Help (without Cheating); 12. How to Score Well in Coursework;
13. How to Score Well in a Programming Exam; 14. How to Choose a Programming Language; 15. How
to Go Beyond This Book; References; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: undergraduate students, general readers

• Structured with many examples,
tips, stories and explanations
of terminology, given in visually
distinct panels to appeal to the
busy reader
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MEDICINE

UNDERSTANDING CORONAVIRUS
Raul Rabadan
Columbia University, New York

July 2020
178 x 127 mm c.120pp
978-1-108-82671-6 Paperback
£9.99 / US$11.99

Since the identification of the first cases of the coronavirus in December
2019 in Wuhan, China, there has been a significant amount of confusion
regarding the origin and spread of the so-called ‘coronavirus’, officially
named SARS-CoV-2, and the cause of the disease COVID-19. Conflicting
messages from the media and officials across different countries and
organizations, the abundance of disparate sources of information,
unfounded conspiracy theories on the origins of the newly emerging
virus and the inconsistent public health measures across different
countries, have all served to increase the level of anxiety in the
population. Where did the virus come from? How is it transmitted?
How does it cause disease? Is it like flu? What is a pandemic? What can
we do to stop its spread? Written by a leading expert, this concise and
accessible introduction provides answers to the most common questions
surrounding coronavirus for a general audience.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides a thoughtful and balanced introduction to the
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 and the disease COVID-19
• Discusses the first cases, the clinical characteristics and
the inconsistent public health measures adopted across
different countries and regions and their impact
• Includes coverage of testing, the immune response
to the virus and the latest advances in therapy
development
• Provides a comparison of the 2019 coronavirus
pandemic with the 2003 SARS outbreak, as well as flu
pandemics, including the 1918 Spanish flu and 2009
H1N1
• Discusses what data is available, what it means and
what can be learnt from it
• A donation from proceeds of the sale of this title will
be made to the WHO COVID-19 Solidarity Response
Fund
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Preface; 1. Introduction; 2. How is the coronavirus spreading?; 3. What is a
coronavirus; 4. How is the coronavirus changing?; 5. How did the COVID-19
outbreak start and evolve?; 6. How does the COVID-19 outbreak compare to the
SARS outbreak in 2002–2003?; 7. How does the COVID-19 outbreak compare to
seasonal and pandemic influenza?; 8. Are there therapeutic options?; Epilogue;
Summary of common misunderstandings; Suggested further reading.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, graduate students
Series: Understanding Life
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PHYSICS

A FIRST COURSE IN NETWORK
SCIENCE
Filippo Menczer, Santo Fortunato and Clayton A. Davis
Indiana University, Bloomington

February 2020
246 x 189 mm c.300pp
131 b/w illus.  131 colour illus.  
978-1-108-47113-8 Hardback
£34.99 / US$44.99

Networks are everywhere: networks of friends, transportation networks
and the Web. Neurons in our brains and proteins within our bodies form
networks that determine our intelligence and survival. This modern,
accessible textbook introduces the basics of network science for a wide
range of job sectors from management to marketing, from biology to
engineering, and from neuroscience to the social sciences. Students
will develop important, practical skills and learn to write code for using
networks in their areas of interest – even as they are just learning to
program with Python. Extensive sets of tutorials and homework problems
provide plenty of hands-on practice and longer programming tutorials
online further enhance students’ programming skills. This intuitive and
direct approach makes the book ideal for a first course, aimed at a wide
audience without a strong background in mathematics or computing
but with a desire to learn the fundamentals and applications of network
science.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL

Preface; Introduction; 1. Network elements; 2. Small worlds; 3. Hubs; 4. Directions and
weights; 5. Network models; 6. Communities; 7. Dynamics; Appendix A. Python tutorial;
Appendix B. NetLogo models; Bibliography; Index.

• Specifically designed for introductory-level
undergraduate courses in disciplines that use
networks, such as business, communications,
cognitive science, neuroscience, sociology,
biology, and engineering, among others

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781108471138
Tutorials, datasets, solutions to exercises, slide decks

• Utilizes clear language with no technical
jargon and extensive use of full color figures
to illustrate key concepts

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Courses: Network Science, Networks
Departments: Sociology, Economics, Computer Science, Informatics
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students

• Allows students to immediately start writing
Python code to manipulate, visualize, and
analyze real-world networks
• Includes an abundance of worked examples
and homework problems to reinforce
students’ understanding of the material and
an extensive suite of programming tutorials
are hosted online to develop practical coding
skills
• Extensive programming tutorials and
exercises (in Python language)
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POLITICS

REASON AND CAUSE
Social Science and the Social World

Richard Ned Lebow
King’s College London

March 2020
229 x 152 mm c.366pp
978-1-108-47943-1 Hardback
£90.00 / US$120.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Focuses on three eras of Western
history: classical Athens, the
Enlightenment and Victorian
England, and the early twentieth
century

Philosophy and social science assume that reason and cause are objective
and universally applicable concepts. Through close readings of ancient
and modern philosophy, history and literature, Richard Ned Lebow
demonstrates that these concepts are actually specific to time and
place. He traces their parallel evolution by focusing on classical Athens,
the Enlightenment through Victorian England, and the early twentieth
century. This important book shows how and why understandings of
reason and cause have developed and evolved, in response to what kind
of stimuli, and what this says about the relationship between social
science and the social world in which it is conducted. Lebow argues that
authors reflecting on their own social context use specific constructions
of these categories as central arguments about the human condition. This
highly original study will make an immediate impact across a number
of fields with its rigorous research and the development of an innovative
historicised epistemology.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction; 2. Homer and Sophocles; 3. Thucydides; 4. David Hume; 5. Dickens, Trollope, and
Collins; 6. Max Weber; 7. Thomas Mann and Franz Kafka; 8. Conclusion.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students

• Builds bridges between
philosophy, social science and
literature
• Undercuts foundational
assumptions of philosophy
and social science as currently
conceived
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POLITICS

ETHICS AND INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
A Tragic Perspective

Richard Ned Lebow
King’s College London

September 2020
229 x 152 mm c.270pp 4 b/w illus.  
978-1-108-84346-1 Hardback
£64.99 / US$84.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Sets up a framework for a novel
‘empirical’ approach to ethics,
distinguishing ‘is’ from ‘ought’
questions

Lebow demonstrates that foreign policies consistent with generally
accepted ethical norms are more likely to succeed, and those at odds
with them to fail. Constructing original data sets and analyzing multiple
case studies, Lebow makes an empirical case for ethics in international
relations. His approach looks to create a productive dialogue between
those who ask primarily ‘ought’ questions and those who pose ‘is’
questions. The former want to establish appropriate criteria for the
behaviour of state and non-state actors and the discourses that lead
to their policy decisions, whereas scholars who pose ‘is’ questions are
concerned with how political actors behave and the principles and
assumptions that might explain their behaviour. Lebow bridges the gap
between ‘is’ and ‘ought’ questions by making an instrumental argument
in favour of ethical foreign policy. He examines policymaking as well as
policy, offering ethical guidelines for policymaking that are likely to result
in more successful policies.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction; 2. Tragedy; 3. Crime and Punishment; 4. Successful Foreign Policies; 5. Policymaking; 6.
Conclusions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, academic researchers

• Makes an evidenced case for
ethics in foreign policy
• Considers and analyses
policymaking, as well as policies,
in relation to ethics
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POLITICS

BREAD, CEMENT, CACTUS
A Memoir of Belonging and Dislocation

Annie Zaidi

May 2020
216 x 138 mm 166pp
978-1-108-84064-4 Hardback
£29.99 / US$39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• 2019/ 2020 winner of the Nine
Dots Prize, for creative thinking
that tackles contemporary social
issues
• A personal yet researched
exploration of identity in the
author’s India that will resonate
with readers worldwide

In this exploration of the meaning of home, Annie Zaidi reflects on
the places in India from which she derives her sense of identity. She
looks back on the now renamed city of her birth and the impossibility
of belonging in the industrial township where she grew up. From her
ancestral village, in a region notorious for its gangsters, to the mega-city
where she now lives, Zaidi provides a nuanced perspective on forging
a sense of belonging as a minority and a migrant in places where other
communities consider you an outsider, and of the fragility of home left
behind and changed beyond recognition. Zaidi is the 2019/ 2020 winner
of the Nine Dots Prize for creative thinking that tackles contemporary
social issues. This title is also available as Open Access.

CONTENTS
Acknowledgements; 1. Survivors Shall be Prosecuted; 2. Gur, Imarti, Goons; 3. Listening to Mother; 4.
The Wandering Brother; 5. Passport to Irrecoverable Places; 6. Mixed Blood; 7. Outsiders at Home; 8.
Grave Politics; 9. Place Like Home; Select Bibliography.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers

• Available in Open Access
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POLITICS

BREXITLAND
Identity, Diversity and the Reshaping of British Politics

Maria Sobolewska
University of Manchester

Robert Ford
University of Manchester

September 2020
216 x 140 mm c.240pp
978-1-108-47357-6 Hardback
£49.99 / US$64.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• An accessible account of the
political history and social trends
that led to Brexit
• Provides a detailed worked
analysis of how identity conflicts
have influenced party competition
in Britain
• Extends the analysis of the 2016
referendum to the wider electoral
context
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Long-term social and demographic changes – and the conflicts they
create – continue to transform British politics. In this accessible and
authoritative book Sobolewska and Ford show how deep the roots of
this polarisation and volatility run, drawing out decades of educational
expansion and rising ethnic diversity as key drivers in the emergence
of new divides within the British electorate over immigration, identity
and diversity. They argue that choices made by political parties from the
New Labour era onwards have mobilised these divisions into politics,
first through conflicts over immigration, then through conflicts over the
European Union, culminating in the 2016 EU referendum. Providing a
comprehensive and far-reaching view of a country in turmoil, Brexitland
explains how and why this happened, for students, researchers, and
anyone who wants to better understand the remarkable political times in
which we live.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction: how Britain became Brexitland; 2. Social change, ehnocentrism and the emergence of
new identity divides; 3. Divided over diversity: identity conservatives and identity liberals; 4. Legacies
of empire: Commonwealth immigration and the historical roots of identity politics divides; 5. The long
divorce: parties and voters parting ways; 6. The identity conservative insurgency and the rise of UKIP;
7: Change without recovery: how the coalition catalysed Labour’s demographic transformation; 8.
Brexitland awakened: identity politics and the EU referendum; 9. Dancing to a different tune: identity
politics and political change in Scotland 2007–19; 10. Brexitland after Brexit: the electoral fallout from
the EU referendum; 11. Conclusion: the new politics of Brexitland.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, academic researchers, general readers
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POLITICS

SOCIAL MEDIA AND DEMOCRACY
The State of the Field, Prospects for Reform

Edited by Nathaniel Persily
Stanford University, California

and Joshua A. Tucker
New York University

August 2020
228 x 152 mm c.350pp
978-1-108-83555-8 Hardback
£74.99 / US$99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• First book of its kind to synthesize
state of the field on social media
and democracy
• Provides tools and arguments to
help advance the support and
production of policy-relevant
research
• Brings together a multi-disciplinary
group of scholars to provide
political, social, and technical
perspectives

Over the last five years, widespread concern about the effects of social
media on democracy has led to an explosion in research from different
disciplines and corners of academia. This book is the first of its kind
to take stock of this emerging multi-disciplinary field by synthesizing
what we know, identifying what we do not know and obstacles to
future research, and charting a course for the future inquiry. Chapters
by leading scholars cover major topics – from disinformation to hate
speech to political advertising – and situate recent developments in the
context of key policy questions. In addition, the book canvasses existing
reform proposals in order to address widely perceived threats that social
media poses to democracy. This title is also available as Open Access on
Cambridge Core.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction; 2. Misinformation, Disinformation, and Online Propaganda; 3. Social Media, Echo
Chambers, and Political Polarization; 4. Online Hate Speech; 5. Bots and Computational Propaganda:
Automation for Communication and Control; 6. Online Political Advertising in the United States;
7. Democratic Creative Destruction? The Effect of a Changing Media Landscape on Democracy; 8.
Misinformation and Its Correction; 9. Comparative Media Regulation in the US and Europe; 10. Facts
and Where to Find Them: Empirical Research on Internet Platforms and Online Speech; 11. Dealing
with Disinformation: Evaluating the Case for CDA 230 Amendment; 12. Democratic Transparency in the
Platform Society; 13. Conclusion: The Challenges and Opportunities for Social Media Research.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: undergraduate students, academic researchers, general readers
Series: SSRC Anxieties of Democracy

• Addresses the misperceptions
underpinning popular commentary
and government regulation of Big
Tech
• This title is also available as Open
Access on Cambridge Core
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POLITICS

CHINA’S GILDED AGE
The Paradox of Economic Boom and Vast Corruption

Yuen Yuen Ang
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

May 2020
228 x 152 mm c.266pp
49 b/w illus.  27 tables  
978-1-108-47860-1 Hardback
£29.99 / US$39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides the most data-rich study of
Chinese corruption to date
• Explains the enduring puzzle of
economic boom and vast corruption
in China by highlighting the
differential effects of different types
of corruption

Why has China grown so fast for so long despite vast corruption? In
China’s Gilded Age, Yuen Yuen Ang maintains that all corruption is
harmful, but not all types of corruption hurt growth. Ang unbundles
corruption into four varieties: petty theft, grand theft, speed money, and
access money. While the first three types impede growth, access money
– elite exchanges of power and profit – cuts both ways: it stimulates
investment and growth but produces serious risks for the economy and
political system. Since market opening, corruption in China has evolved
toward access money. Using a range of data sources, the author explains
the evolution of Chinese corruption, how it differs from the West and
other developing countries, and how Xi’s anti-corruption campaign could
affect growth and governance. In this formidable yet accessible book, Ang
challenges one-dimensional measures of corruption. By unbundling the
problem and adopting a comparative-historical lens, she reveals that the
rise of capitalism was not accompanied by the eradication of corruption,
but rather by its evolution from thuggery and theft to access money. In
doing so, she changes the way we think about corruption and capitalism,
not only in China but around the world.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction. China’s gilded age; 2. Unbundling corruption across countries; 3. Unbundling corruption
over time; 4. Profit-sharing, Chinese style; 5. Corrupt and competent; 6. All the king’s men; 7.
Rethinking nine big questions; Appendix; References; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students, academic researchers

• Proposes a typology that unbundles
corruption into four distinct varieties,
paired with a new Unbundled
Corruption Index (UCI) that covers
fifteen countries, including China
• Through a comparative-historical
lens, it shows that the rise of
capitalism was not accompanied by
the eradication of corruption, but
rather by its evolution from thuggery
and theft to access money
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PSYCHOLOGY

SO YOUNG, SO SAD, SO LISTEN
A Parents’ Guide to Depression in Children and Young People
Third edition

Philip Graham
Institute of Child Health, University College London

and Nick Midgley
Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families and University College London

June 2020
234 x 156 mm 90pp 34 b/w illus.  
978-1-911623-56-4 Paperback
£7.99 / US$9.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Written by experts in child and
adolescent mental health, this
book provides advice parents
can have confidence in
• Contains updated information
on new influences on a child’s
mental health, such as social
media and cyber bullying

Has your daughter lost her sparkle? Has everyday life become a trial
for your son? This book, written by two experts in child and adolescent
mental health, describes how to recognise depression and what causes it;
and provides guidance on how parents can support their child, including
up-to-date advice on seeking professional help. It gives advice on how to
tell the difference between normal responses to stress and symptoms that
are more concerning. It covers topical issues such as academic pressure,
social media, getting a grip on screen time and cyber-bullying. You will
also be given information about the different treatment options provided
by child and adolescent mental health services, as well as practical advice
and information about the support you can give at home.

CONTENTS
Foreword; Introduction; 1. How Can You Know If Your Child is Depressed?; 2. Understanding Depression
in Children and Young People; 3. What Parents Can Do to Help Build a Child’s Resilience and Resistance
to Depression; 4. Helping Children Cope with Common Stresses: What Parents Can Do; 5. When a Child
is Depressed: What Parents Can Do; 6. Getting Professional Help: A Guide to Services for Children and
Young People with Depression; 7. Last Words – From a Parent; 8. Message to Governments; Useful
Resources and Further Reading; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, professionals, primary care physicians/GPs

• Provides up to date advice
on where parents can seek
professional support, and details
what the mental health services
can provide for young people
with depression
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PSYCHOLOGY

CREATING EQUALITY AT HOME
How 25 Couples around the World Share Housework and Childcare

Edited by Francine M. Deutsch
Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts

and Ruth A. Gaunt
University of Lincoln

June 2020
228 x 152 mm c.442pp 23 maps  
978-1-108-70884-5 Paperback
£19.99 / US$24.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Gives fascinating, real-life
examples of how couples around
the world are creating equality in
family work
• Demonstrates that individual
choices and decisions can thwart
traditional social norms and
structural forces
• Reveals that equality in family
work is not just a woman’s issue,
as men also benefit from equal
sharing

Creating Equality at Home tells the fascinating stories of 25 couples
around the world whose everyday decisions about sharing the housework
and childcare – from who cooks the food, washes the dishes, and helps
with homework, to who cuts back on paid work – all add up to a gender
revolution. From North and South America to Europe, Asia, and Australia,
these couples tell a story of similarity despite vast cultural differences. By
rejecting the prescription that men’s identities are determined by paid
work and women’s by motherhood, the couples show that men can put
family first and are as capable of nurturing as women, and that women
can pursue careers as seriously as their husbands do – bringing profound
rewards for men, women, marriage, and children. Working couples with
children will discover that equality is possible and exists right now.

CONTENTS
Setting the Stage: 1. Introduction; 2. Past and current research; Consciously Creating Equality: 3. Israel;
4. Honduras; 5. Montenegro; 6. Switzerland; 7. Sweden; Violating Social Norms: 8 Indonesia; 9. Croatia;
10. Bhutan; 11. Hungary; 12. USA: California; Prioritizing Family: 13. USA: New England; 14. Brazil;
15. Australia; 16. Singapore; Drawing on Lessons from Families of Origin: 17. Austria; 18. Turkey; 19.
Czech Republic; 20. People’s Republic of China; 21. Slovenia; Using Government Policies: 22. Iceland;
23. Germany; 24. United Kingdom; 25. Portugal; What We Have Learned: 26. Undoing gender: different
cultures, similar stories; 27. Conclusion: the paths to equality; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, general readers

• Shows that gender equality is not
an impossible dream, but exists
right now in unlikely places
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PSYCHOLOGY

THE BODY IMAGE BOOK FOR GIRLS
Love Yourself and Grow Up Fearless

Charlotte Markey
Rutgers University, New Jersey

August 2020
276 x 178 mm c.180pp
978-1-108-71877-6 Paperback
£9.99 / US$14.95

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides accurate, evidence-based
information about body image,
healthy eating habits, mental
health and self-care for tween- and
teen-aged girls
• Helps girls to understand and
appreciate their bodies as they
become women, and navigate their
way through the inaccurate and
unrealistic beauty ideals portrayed
in the media

It is worrying to think that most girls feel dissatisfied with their bodies,
and that this can lead to serious problems including depression and
eating disorders. Can some of those body image worries be eased? Body
image expert and psychology professor Dr Charlotte Markey helps
girls aged 9-15 to understand, accept, and appreciate their bodies. She
provides all the facts on puberty, mental health, self-care, why diets are
bad news, dealing with social media, and everything in-between. Girls
will find answers to questions they always wanted to ask, the truth behind
many body image myths, and real-life stories from girls who share their
own experiences. Through this easy-to-read and beautifully illustrated
guide, Dr Markey teaches girls how to nurture both mental and physical
heath to improve their own body image, shows the positive impact they
can have on others, and enables them to go out into the world feeling
fearless!

CONTENTS
1. What is body image?; 2. Your changing body; 3. Love your body; 4. Your image; 5. Nourish your body;
6. Smart girls don’t diet; 7. Keep food fun; 8. Make your body work for you; 9. Self-care; 10. Be the
change.

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781108718776
Author’s companion website: www.BodyImageBookforGirls.com

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers

• Encourages ways to take care
of mental and physical heath to
improve body image and overall
wellbeing, and also shows girls
the part they can play in helping
others to develop a positive body
image
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PSYCHOLOGY

IN THE KNOW
Debunking 35 Myths about Human Intelligence

Russell T. Warne
Utah Valley University

October 2020
228 x 152 mm c.200pp
978-1-108-71781-6 Paperback
£19.99 / US$25.99

Emotional intelligence is an important trait for success at work. IQ
tests are biased against minorities. Every child is gifted. Preschool
makes children smarter. Western understandings of intelligence are
inappropriate for other cultures. These are some of the statements about
intelligence that are common in the media and in popular culture. But
none of them are true. In the Know is a tour of the most common incorrect
beliefs about intelligence and IQ. Written in a fantastically engaging way,
each chapter is dedicated to correcting a misconception and explains the
real science behind intelligence. Controversies related to IQ will wither
away in the face of the facts, leaving readers with a clear understanding
about the truth of intelligence.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Highlights the severe mismatch
between popular beliefs about
intelligence/IQ and the scientific
research on the topic
• Gives non-experts a firm
understanding of intelligence
• Shows how the willingness of
people to deny the existence
of intelligence and/or its
importance in everyday life is
harmful
• Outlines why intelligence
matters and the importance of
acknowledging IQ differences

Introduction; Section 1. The Nature of Intelligence: 1. Intelligence is whatever collection of tasks a
psychologist puts on a test; 2. Intelligence is too complex to summarize with one number; 3. IQ does
not correspond to brain anatomy or functioning; 4. Intelligence is a western concept that does not
apply to non-western cultures; 5. There are multiple intelligences in the human mind; 6. Practical
intelligence is a real ability, separate from general intelligence; Section 2. Measuring Intelligence:
7. Measuring intelligence is difficult; 8. Content of intelligence tests is trivial and cannot measure
intelligence; 9. Intelligence tests are imperfect and cannot be used or trusted; 10. Intelligence tests
are biased against diverse populations; Section 3. Influences on Intelligence: 11. IQ only reflects
a person’s socioeconomic status; 12. High heritability for intelligence means that raising IQ is
impossible; 13. Genes are not important for determining intelligence; 14. Environmentally driven
changes in IQ mean that intelligence is malleable; 15. Social interventions can drastically raise IQ;
16. Brain-training programs can raise IQ; 17. Improvability of IQ means intelligence can be equalized;
Section 4. Intelligence and Education: 18. Every child is gifted; 19. Effective schools can make
every child academically proficient; 20. Non-cognitive variables have powerful effects on academic
achievement; 21. Admissions tests are a barrier to college for underrepresented students; Section 5.
Life Consequences of Intelligence: 22. IQ scores only measure how good someone is at taking tests;
23. Intelligence is not important in the workplace; 24. Intelligence tests are designed to create or
perpetuate a false meritocracy; 25. Very high intelligence is not more beneficial than moderately high
intelligence; 26. Emotional intelligence is a real ability that is helpful in life; Section 6. Demographic
Group Differences: 27 Males and females have the same distribution of IQ scores; 28. Racial/ethnic
group IQ differences are completely environmental in origin; 29. Unique influences operate on one
group’s intelligence test scores; 30. Stereotype threat explains score gaps among demographic groups;
Section 7. Societal and Ethical Issues: 31. Controversial or unpopular ideas should be held to a higher
standard of evidence; 32. Past controversies taint modern research on intelligence; 33. Intelligence
research leads to negative social policies; 34. Intelligence research undermines the fight against
inequality; 35. Everyone is about as smart as I am; Conclusion.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Level: general readers, graduate students, undergraduate students
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PSYCHOLOGY

BEYOND VIRTUE
The Politics of Educating Emotions

Liz Jackson
The University of Hong Kong

Foreword by Judith Suissa
University College London

December 2020
229 x 152 mm c.250pp
978-1-108-48213-4 Hardback
£85.00 / US$110.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Explores the cultural differences
and relational aspects of classroom
practices
• Discusses a range of pedagogies
and practices in schools
• Integrates findings from
psychology, philosophy, sociology,
and feminist theory about
educating emotions

Educating students for emotional wellbeing is a vital task in schools.
However, educating emotions is not straightforward. Emotional processes
can be challenging to identify and control. How emotions are valued
varies across societies, while individuals within societies face different
emotional expectations. For example, girls face pressure to be happy and
caring, while boys are often encouraged to be brave. This text analyses
the best practices of educating emotions. The focus is not just on the
psychological benefits of emotional regulation, but also on how calls for
educating emotions connect to the aims of society. The book explores
psychology’s understanding of emotions, ‘the politics of emotions’, and
philosophy. It also discusses education for happiness, compassion,
gratitude, resilience, mindfulness, courage, vulnerability, anger, sadness,
and fear.

CONTENTS
Foreword; Preface; 1. Introduction; 2. Psychology and the politics of educating emotions; 3. Views of
emotions in moral philosophy; 4. Happiness, eudemonia, and well-being; 5. Caring, compassion, and
altruism; 6. Gratitude; 7. Resilience and mindfulness; 8. Vulnerability, courage, and grit; 9. Anger; 10.
Sadness, fear, and anxiety; 11. Conclusion.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students
Series: Studies in Emotion and Social Interaction

• Highlights the strengths and
weaknesses related to social and
emotional learning, character
education, and related strategies
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RELIGION

WHAT IS A PERSON?
Realities, Constructs, Illusions

John M. Rist
University of Toronto

December 2019
228 x 152 mm 294pp
978-1-108-47807-6 Hardback
£26.99 / US$34.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Offers an account of the
concept of ‘person’ as it has
developed in the West, and
how it has become alien in a
post-Christian culture
• Considers whether we have
rights as persons, whether we
‘matter’, and how we have
reached a position where we
are not sure whether we do
• The appendix provides an
additional space to explore
contemporary claims about
human rights
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In this book, John M. Rist offers an account of the concept of ‘person’
as it has developed in the West, and how it has become alien in a postChristian culture. He begins by identifying the ‘mainline tradition’ about
persons as it evolved from the time of Plato to the High Middle Ages,
then turns to successive attacks on it in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, then proceeds to the ‘five ways’ in which the tradition was
savaged or distorted in the nineteenth century and beyond. He concludes
by considering whether ideas from contemporary philosophical
movements, those that combine a closer analysis of human nature with a
more traditional metaphysical background, may enable the tradition to be
restored. A timely book on a theme of universal significance, Rist ponders
whether we persons matter, and how we have reached a position where
we are not sure whether we do.

CONTENTS
Part I. Constructing the ‘Mainline Tradition’: 1. The first foundations: Plato and Aristotle; 2.
From Stoic individuals and personae to Christian persons; 3. Mixtures: Plotinus, Porphyry, Nemesius; 4.
Augustine’s personae: theology, metaphysics, history; 5. The definition: Boethius and Richard of Saint
Victor; 6. Toward a synthesis: Thomas Aquinas; 7. Between two worlds: Duns Scotus; Part II. No God,
No Soul; What Person?: 8. Virtue, ‘virtue’, rights; 9. Descartes on soul, self, mind, nature; 10. Personal
identity from Hobbes to Locke; 11. After Locke; 12. Sympathy or empathy: Richardson, Hume, Smith;
13. Ambiguous Rousseau’s soul and ‘moi’; 14. Kant’s rational autonomy; Part III. Toward Disabling
the Person: 15. Introducing the five ways; 16. Assimilation and homogenization; 17. The way of
Prometheus; 18. Whistling in the humanitarian wind; 19. Virtual morality: propaganda as social glue;
20. The way to an absolute nihilism; Part IV. Persons Restored or Final Solution?: 21. Parfit and
Heidegger; 22. Strawson and Nagel; 23. Personalism, phenomenology, Edith Stein; 24. God made Adam
and Eve.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: graduate students, undergraduate students
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RELIGION

THE ANTICHRIST
A New Biography

Philip C. Almond
University of Queensland

September 2020
216 x 138 mm c.288pp
16 b/w illus.  16 colour illus.  
978-1-108-47965-3 Hardback
£29.99 / US$39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The first full treatment for 25 years
of a subject that continues to
generate enormous interest
• Offers new interpretations of the
continuing significance of the
Antichrist in popular culture

The malign figure of the Antichrist endures in modern culture, whether
religious or secular; and the spectral shadow he has cast over the ages
continues to exert a strong and powerful fascination. Philip C. Almond
tells the story of the son of Satan from his early beginnings to the present
day, and explores this false Messiah in theology, literature and the
history of ideas. Discussing the origins of the malevolent being who at
different times was cursed as Belial, Nero or Damien, the author reveals
how Christianity in both East and West has imagined this incarnation of
absolute evil destined to appear at the end of time. For the better part of
the last two thousand years, Almond suggests, the human battle between
right and wrong has been envisaged as a mighty cosmic duel between
good and its opposite, culminating in an epic final showdown between
Christ and his deadly arch-nemesis.

CONTENTS
Prologue; 1. The Origins of the Antichrist Tradition; 2. The Story Begins; 3. The Antichrist, East and
West; 4. Antichrists, Present and Future; 5. Of Prophets, Priests, and Kings; 6. The Antichrist Divided; 7.
Antichrists – Papal, Philosophical, Imperial; Epilogue: A Brief Meditation on History.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students, general readers

• The author’s earlier book on the
Devil (IB Tauris) was a widely
reviewed academic bestseller
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RELIGION

SALAFISM AND TRADITIONALISM
Scholarly Authority in Modern Islam

Emad Hamdeh
Embry-Riddle University

December 2020
229 x 152 mm c.256pp
978-1-108-48535-7 Hardback
£75.00 / US$99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The first book that focuses
exclusively on the debates that
took place between Muhammad
Nāsir al-Dīn, the 20th century’s
most influential Salafi, and his
Traditionalists critics

One of the most contentious topics in modern Islam is whether one
should adhere to an Islamic legal school or follow scripture directly. For
centuries, Sunni Muslims have practiced Islam through the framework
of the four legal schools. The 20th century, however, witnessed the rise of
individuals who denounced the legal schools, highlighting cases where
they contradict texts from the Qur'ān or Sunna. These differences are
exemplified in the heated debates between the Salafi ḥadīth scholar
Muḥammad Nāṣir al-Dīn al-Albānī and his Traditionalist critics. This book
examines the tensions between Salafis and Traditionalists concerning
scholarly authority in Islam. Emad Hamdeh offers an insider's view of
the debates between Salafis and Traditionalists and their differences
regarding the correct method of interpreting Islam. He provides a detailed
analysis of the rise of Salafism, the impact of the printing press, the role of
scholars in textual interpretation, and the divergent approaches to Islamic
law.

CONTENTS
Part I. History: 1. Traditionalism and Salafism; 2. A controversial Salafi; 3. Gatekeepers of knowledge:
self-learning and Islamic expertise; Part II. Islamic Law: 4. Can two opposing opinions be valid? Legal
pluralism in Islam; 5. Qur’an and Sunna or the Madhhabs?; 6. The pursuit of authencity: reevaluating
weak Hadith; 7. Challenging early Hadith Scholarship.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students

• Contextualizes the history of
Islamic scholarship and scholarly
authority in the 20th century
• Provides a detailed analysis
on the debate surrounding the
authority of the Muslim schools of
law (madhhabs). In other words,
does one understand scripture
on its own or through scholarly
tradition?
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RELIGION
December 2020
978-1-108-83507-7 Hardback
£75.00 / US$99.99

YAHWEH BEFORE ISRAEL
Glimpses of History in a Divine Name

Daniel E. Fleming
New York University

Yahweh is the proper name of the biblical God. His early character is
central to understanding the foundations of Jewish, Christian, and Islamic
monotheism. As a deity, the name appears only in connection with the
peoples of the Hebrew Bible, but long before Israel, the name is found
in an Egyptian list as one group in the land of tent-dwellers, the Shasu.
This is the starting-point for Daniel E. Fleming's sharply new approach to
the god Yahweh. In his analysis, the Bible's 'people of Yahweh' serve as a
clue to how one of the Bronze Age herding peoples of the inland Levant
gave its name to a deity, initially outside of any relationship to Israel. For
150 years, the dominant paradigm for Yahweh's origin has envisioned
borrowing from peoples of the desert south of Israel. Fleming argues in
contrast that Yahweh was not taken from outsiders. Rather, this divine
name is evidence for the diverse background of Israel itself.

CONTENTS
1. Introduction
2. Yhwȝ of Shasu-Land
3. The Midianite Hypothesis: Moses and the Priest
4. The Old Poetry
5. The Name Yahweh
6. The People of Yahweh
7. The Early Character of the God Yahweh.
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RELIGION

ARE WE SLAVES TO OUR GENES?
Denis R. Alexander
University of Cambridge

September 2020
229 x 152 mm c.275pp
978-1-108-42633-6 Hardback
£74.99 / US$99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Explains the basic principles of
genetics for someone who has
no background in genetics and
gives tools to the general reader
to understand and critically assess
the latest genetic discoveries
• Explains the various ways in
which genetic differences between
people are, or are not, involved in
their behavioural differences

There is a common misconception that our genomes – all unique, except
for those in identical twins – have the upper hand in controlling our
destiny. The latest genetic discoveries, however, do not support that view.
Although genetic variation does influence differences in various human
behaviours to a greater or lesser degree, most of the time this does not
undermine our genuine free will. Genetic determinism comes into play
only in various medical conditions, notably some psychiatric syndromes.
Denis Alexander here demonstrates that we are not slaves to our genes.
He shows how a predisposition to behave in certain ways is influenced
at a molecular level by particular genes. Yet a far greater influence on our
behaviours is our world-views that lie beyond science – and that have an
impact on how we think the latest genetic discoveries should, or should
not, be applied. Written in an engaging style, Alexander’s book offers tools
for understanding and assessing the latest genetic discoveries critically.

CONTENTS
List of Figures; Preface; 1. Genetic Confusion; 2. Genetic Information and How It Flows; 3. Genes
and Environments in Human Development; 4. What is Behavioural Genetics?; 5. Genes and Mental
Health; 6. Genes, Education and Intelligence; 7. Genes, Personality and Personality Disorders; 8. Genes,
Food, Exercise, Fat and Thin; 9. Genes, Religiosity and Political Commitment; 10. Gay Genes? Genetics
and Sexual Orientation; 11. Are We Slaves to our Genes?; 12. Genes and Human Identity; Endnotes;
Definitions of Technical Terms; Bibliography; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students

• Explores how powerful worldviews can be in shaping the
interpretation and applications of
the latest genetic discoveries
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RELIGION

THE THEOLOGY OF THE BOOK OF
REVELATION
Richard Bauckham

November 2014
216 x 138 mm 181pp
978-0-521-35691-6 Paperback
£27.99 / US$36.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The first available in-depth
treatment of the theology of
Revelation
• Avoids misinterpretations through
a proper contextualisation of the
book

The Book of Revelation is a work of profound theology. But its literary
form makes it impenetrable to many modern readers and open to all
kinds of misinterpretations. Richard Bauckham explains how the book’s
imagery conveyed meaning in its original context and how the book’s
theology is inseparable from its literary structure and composition.
Revelation is seen to offer not an esoteric and encoded forecast of
historical events but rather a theocentric vision of the coming of God’s
universal kingdom, contextualised in the late first-century world
dominated by Roman power and ideology. It calls on Christians to
confront the political idolatries of the time and to participate in God’s
purpose of gathering all the nations into his kingdom. Once Revelation
is properly grounded in its original context it is seen to transcend that
context and speak to the contemporary church. This study concludes by
highlighting Revelation’s continuing relevance for today.

CONTENTS
1. Reading the Book of Revelation; 2. The One who is and who was and who is to come; 3. The Lamb
on the throne; 4. The victory of the Lamb and his followers; 5. The Spirit of prophecy; 6. The New
Jerusalem; 7. Revelation for today; For further reading; Notes; Abbreviations.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: undergraduate students, academic researchers
Series: New Testament Theology

• Clearly and attractively written by
a well-known British NT scholar
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SOCIOLOGY

CONTENTION IN TIMES OF CRISIS
Recession and Political Protest in Thirty European Countries

August 2020
228 x 152 mm c.300pp
50 b/w illus.  34 tables  
978-1-108-83511-4 Hardback
£75.00 / US$99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides a comprehensive
overview of political protest
in Europe during the Great
Recession
• Shows the variation of political
protest across three key regions
of Europe: northwestern,
southern and central-eastern
Europe
• Authored by a team of leading
academics in the field of
European politics
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Edited by Hanspeter Kriesi

Bruno Wüest

European University Institute, Florence

Universität Zürich

Jasmine Lorenzini

and Silja Hausermann

Université de Genève

Université de Genève

This is the first comprehensive overview of the waves of protest
mobilization that spread across Europe in the wake of the Great
Recession. Documenting the extent of these protests in a study covering
thirty countries, including the issues they addressed and the degree to
which they replicated each other, this book maps the prevalence and
nature of protest across Europe, and explains the interactions between
economic and political grievances that lead to protest mobilization. The
authors assess a range of claims in the literature on political protest,
arguing that they tend both to overstate the importance of anti-austerity
sentiments and underestimate the relevance of political grievances in
driving the protest. They also integrate a study of the electoral and protest
arenas, revealing that electoral mass politics has been heavily influenced
protest mobilization, which amplified electoral punishment at the polls.

CONTENTS
Part I. A Study of Protest in 30 European Countries: 1. Introduction; 2. Design and methods of
the semi-automated protest event analysis; 3. External validation of the protest event analysis; Part II.
Trends in Protest in the Great Recession: 4. Overall trends of protest in the Great Recession; 5. All
quiet on the protest scene? Repertoires of contention and protest actors during the Great Recession;
6. The return of the economy? Issue contention in the protest arena; Part III. Sources of Protest: 7.
Economic grievances, political grievances and protest; 8. Bailouts and protest: representative democracy
and policy-making in times of austerity; 9. Diffusion of protest; Part IV. Interaction between
Convention and Contention: 10. Electoral punishment and protest politics in times of crisis; 11. Are
political parties recapturing the streets? A cross-regional study of party protests in the Great Recession;
12. Conclusion.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: academic researchers, graduate students
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SOCIOLOGY

AN INTRODUCTION TO JAPANESE
SOCIETY
Fifth edition

Yoshio Sugimoto
La Trobe University, Victoria

October 2020
247 x 174 mm c.380pp
978-1-108-72474-6 Paperback
c. £29.99 / c. US$38.99

An Introduction to Japanese Society provides a highly readable
introduction to Japanese society by internationally renowned scholar
Yoshio Sugimoto. Taking a sociological approach, the text examines the
multifaceted nature of contemporary Japanese society with chapters
covering class, geographical and generational variation, work, education,
gender, ethnicity, religion, popular culture, and the establishment. This
edition begins with a new historical introduction placing the sociological
analysis of contemporary Japan in context, and includes a new chapter
on religion and belief systems. Comprehensively revised to include
current research and statistics, the text covers changes to the labor
market, evolving conceptions of family and gender, demographic shifts
in an aging society, and the emergence of new social movements. Each
chapter now contains illustrative case examples, research questions,
recommended further readings and useful online resources. Written in
a lively and engaging style, An Introduction to Japanese Society remains
essential reading for all students of Japanese society.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

WHY IT WILL SELL
• To match contemporary teaching
syllabi, the text now includes a brief
historical introduction to Japan and a
chapter on religion and belief systems
• The engaging discussion encourages
students to develop an understanding
of the complexity and multifaceted
nature of Japanese society
• Student learning is scaffolded through
the inclusion of case examples and
video examples, research questions,
suggested further readings and online
resources
• Instructors will find additional
reflection questions and research
questions on the companion website,
which can be utilized in online
learning
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• New historical introduction and chapter on religion and belief systems. Comprehensively
revised to include current research and statistics and address in detail contemporary
changes within Japanese society.
• Each chapter now contains illustrative case examples, research questions, recommended
further readings and useful online resources.

CONTENTS
1. Historical backdrop: disintegration and restoration; 2. The Japan phenomenon: analysis and
understanding; 3. Class: stratification and disparity; 4. Generations and geography: variations in an
aging society; 5. Work: ‘Japanese-style’ management and cultural capitalism; 6. Education: diversity and
unity; 7. Gender and family: challenges to ideology; 8. Ethnicity and Japaneseness: defining the nation;
9. The establishment: competition and collusion; 10. Religion: belief and secularization; 11. Culture: the
popular and the cool; 12. Civil society: activism and friendly authoritarianism.

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781108724746
For student website: links to further reading, links to useful websites, links to audio-visual materials,
forum discussion questions.For instructor website: instructor manual, discussion
and research questions, and questions to accompany audio-visual materials.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Courses: Introduction to Japanese society,
Understanding Japanese society and culture,
Contemporary Japan
Departments: Japanese studies
Asian studies
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students,
undergraduate students
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